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Blog Technology 101 
 

Search the Internet for advice on marketing your legal practice or developing your professional 
reputation and sooner or later ( you’ll hear the phrase: “get a blog!”  According to proponents of legal 
blogs (or “blawgs,” as they’re sometimes called), a blog can attract clients, drive traffic to a firm’s Web 
site, facilitate networking with other legal professionals and establish a lawyer’s reputation as an expert 
in a particular field. 

Indeed, the legal profession has enthusiastically embraced blogging. Vast directories of legal-centric 
blogs have been compiled, including Blawg.com and the ABA Journal Blawg Directory, which list blogs on 
topics ranging from administrative law to workers compensation and most everything in between. The 
ranks of lawyer bloggers now include prominent judges, numerous law professors, nationally-recognized 
appellate lawyers and entire practice groups.  

While blogs have become enormously popular within the legal profession, the frequent advice for 
lawyers to “get a blog!” tends to lack one key bit of information: how. With that in mind, the ABA Legal 
Technology Resource Center has assembled a general overview of the technology options should you 
decide it’s time to get blogging.  

Zero to blogging in five minutes 

Establishing a blog can seem like a major commitment. Lawyers who’ve yet to go through the process 
may imagine enormous initial expenditures for software and licenses, numerous hours of consultant 
time to get the blog set up and running, and countless hours learning a complicated software interface. 
However, the reality is that even a lawyer with minimal computer expertise can have a simple blog up 
and running at little or no cost in less than five minutes using one of several major blog providers. 

The key to quick-and-easy blogging is using one of several free blogging services available over the Web. 
With the most popular of these services – Blogger and Wordpress – signing up is as simple as entering 
an e-mail address and coming up with a name for your blog. The blog is made available on the Web at a 
shared domain (e.g. mylawblog.wordpress.com), and the user can begin blogging immediately.  

Both services allow the user to customize their blog in a number of ways: changing the design by picking 
between pre-made templates, adding links to other blogs or Web sites, adding an “About” page with 
biographical information and more. Premium features including custom domain names (e.g. 
www.mylawblog.com rather than mylawblog.blogspot.com) and more storage space, which are 
available at modest monthly or yearly costs. 

Once a blog is customized, the posts are written and uploaded using a simple web-based graphical 
interface reminiscent of Microsoft Word or any other text editor. Posts can be categorized (or “tagged”) 
for organizational purposes, and once they are posted they are automatically added to the blog’s 

http://www.blawg.com/
http://www.abajournal.com/blawgs/
http://www.becker-posner-blog.com/
http://www.lawprofessorblogs.com/
http://howappealing.law.com/
http://www.scotusblog.com/wp/
http://www.blogger.com/
http://www.wordpress.com/
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archive. Users of Microsoft Word 2007 and up can even post to their blog directly from Word simply by 
using the “New Blog Post” option available under the new document menu. (The user will have to enter 
his or her blog information for the post to reach the blog properly.) 

While blogs hosted using services like Blogger and Wordpress have the advantage of speed and price, 
they do have certain disadvantages. Most notably, blogs hosted on shared domains may appear less 
professional than those hosted on a custom domain or integrated into a firm Web site. Users may also 
feel “locked in” to an online service, as it can be difficult to transition from one provider to another 
without losing readership and archived content.  

Nonetheless, a free blog through a hosted service can be an excellent solution for a lawyer who’s 
looking to test the blogging waters or simply wants a more casual blogging experience. 

Turning it up a notch: full-power blogging 

While shared blogging services are a great option for new bloggers or those with relatively simple needs, 
power bloggers and those who are looking to incorporate a blog into a pre-existing Web site may want a 
more robust alternative. A good solution for those users is a hosted blog. Hosted blogs are differentiated 
from shared blogs in that the blog’s files are typically stored on the user’s own server space rather than 
in the vast data cloud of a company like Blogger or Wordpress. The blogs also allow the user significantly 
more freedom in customizing the appearance and features of the blog without incurring any monthly 
fees. 

Such full-powered blogging solutions are not without their drawbacks: they can take longer to set up, 
the technical complexity of installing and configuring the blog may require the hiring of a consultant or 
outside technology company, and the burden of maintenance and troubleshooting for the software 
shifts largely to the user. Nevertheless, users who are willing and able to address these drawbacks may 
find that a hosted blog truly provides them with the tools they need to become a power blogger. 

Here are the steps you can take to getting your own hosted blog:  

1. Before you can have a hosted blog, you must have a web host. Most lawyers with existing Web 
sites already have some form of hosting arrangement in place. For others, finding a web hosting 
solution is relatively straightforward. In either case, you should verify with your existing or 
potential host that their service supports blogging software. In some cases, web hosts will even 
offer "one-click" installation tools for the market leading blog software.  

2. Choose and install the blog software.  A wide variety of blog software is available for use on 
hosted blogs. Among the more popular options are Wordpress, MovableType, and b2evolution. 
The features vary between products, as do prices - some software is free while others scale in 
price based on the complexity and number of users. Each product's Web site provides detailed 
installation and configuration options, though less technically minded lawyers should definitely 
consider hiring an expert to handle the technical end of the blog setup. One of the major 
advantages of hosting your own blog is the wide range of customization options that are 

http://www.wordpress.org/
http://movabletype.org/
http://b2evolution.net/
http://b2evolution.net/
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available without adding additional monthly or yearly fees. Though users may still choose from a 
number of pre-made design templates, they’re also free to fully customize the appearance of 
their blog or hire a professional designer to do so for them. This may be particularly useful for 
lawyers with pre-existing Web sites who would like to integrate their blog with the rest of their 
site. Most of the major installable blogging platforms also offer the ability to add new features 
via plug-ins, such as creating polls, building image galleries, or giving blog visitors the ability to 
rate your posts.  

3. Once your blog is running and customized to your tastes, you’ll need to take certain steps to 
protect your investment (of both money and hard work). In particular, bloggers with hosted 
blogs must be diligent about updating their software when new bug fixes and security updates 
are released by the developer. These fixes help protect your blogs from abuse by spammers and 
scammers alike. Also, as with any other electronically stored information, users should backup 
their data regularly. Most blog software allows the user to export the contents of the blog (posts 
and comments) to a simple text file that can be redundantly backed up. Should the blog 
somehow crash, or if the user simply decides to move to a new host or new blogging platform, 
the exported file can then be imported back into the software to restore the user’s posts.  

Who has time to blog!? 

Lawyers are busy people, and some may not feel that they have the time to adequately dedicate 
themselves to blogging. That doesn’t necessarily mean that blogging is beyond their reach. Here are a 
few tips for testing the blogging waters even if you don’t have a significant amount of free time: 

• Try Twitter. Twitter, sometimes referred to as a “micro-blogging” tool, is designed to encourage 
users to post short (140 character or less), frequent updates. Lawyers who aren’t ready for a full 
blog can use Twitter to update colleagues and clients on the latest firm news, interesting news 
articles and case decisions, or even interesting snapshots of the lawyer’s personal life. For more 
information read “Lawyers and Twitter.“  

• Consider a collaborative blog. Rather than placing the full burden of a blog on your shoulders, 
reach out to colleagues and build a collaborative blog. Such blogs – often built around a practice 
area, firm, or political viewpoint – can provide fresh content on a regular basis without requiring 
one lawyer to dedicate time every day (or even every week) to posting.  

• For some lawyers, the time spent handling the technical side of the blog may be far more off-
putting than the time actually spent writing for the blog. If you fall into that category, a good 
option may be to work with a company dedicated to developing blogs for lawyers and the legal 
community. Such companies, including LexBlog, Justia, and G2WebMedia, can help handle all of 
the technical details for you. All you have to do is write.  

 

http://plugins.movabletype.org/poll-position/
http://wordpress.org/extend/plugins/nextgen-gallery/
http://plugins.b2evolution.net/index.php/2006/10/05/star_rating
http://twitter.com/
http://meetings.abanet.org/ltrc/index.cfm?data=20080623#B6FB0C3D-FE38-7685-C7AC2FC984C8EAA1
http://www.lexblog.com/
http://marketing.justia.com/content-lawyer-blogs.html
http://www.g2webmedia.com/
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Building A Law Firm Website 
 

A solid, functional web site has become a necessity for law firms and legal organizations of all shapes 
and sizes. Unfortunately, the process of developing a web site is a minefield of potential missteps, 
wasted money, and wasted time. As your firm or organization prepares to build its first web site, or 
perhaps just to replace the old one, it's vital that you understand the whole process from beginning to 
end. Understanding the process will allow you to make better decisions in the technologies you choose 
to implement and the people you hire to handle the site's development.  

Step One: Develop Content 
Step Two: Pick a Domain 
Step Three: Find Hosting 
Step Four: Build Your Web Site  
Step Five: Maintenance and Beyond 
Other Articles and Resources 

  

Step One: Develop Content 

You may hire the finest graphic artists and the most talented web designers in the country to actually 
build your web site, but ultimately you're the one that determines whether your web site is a success or 
failure. Well written, useful content is the core of any good web site. Indeed, recent studies have shown 
that the core purpose of the web for most users has shifted from communication to reading content. 
Taking the time to develop your content before you meet with the designer or developer will ensure you 
end up with the best possible end product. Here are some tips to keep in mind as you develop the 
content for your web site: 

• Think about your audience. Every web site has three basic audiences: 

o Primary -- the people for whom you are building the web site. A typical law firm builds a 
web site to attract clients; thus, the primary audience consists of potential and current 
clients. As you develop content for your web site, put yourself in the shoes of your 
primary audience and consider whether you're appealing directly to them. Do they want 
to read the forty page article you wrote in law school on the complexities of the Erie 
Doctrine? Probably not. Do they want to know what your practice areas are and how to 
contact you? Absolutely.  

o Secondary -- those who are likely to visit, but for whom you are not primarily building 
your web site. In the case of a small law firm, this group might include your past clients 
as well as your fellow attorneys. There's nothing wrong with adding content to your web 
site that appeals to your secondary audience, but remember that they're secondary; 
don't give them top billing.  

http://www.abanet.org/tech/ltrc/fyidocs/websitefyi.html#StepOne
http://www.abanet.org/tech/ltrc/fyidocs/websitefyi.html#StepTwo
http://www.abanet.org/tech/ltrc/fyidocs/websitefyi.html#StepThree
http://www.abanet.org/tech/ltrc/fyidocs/websitefyi.html#StepFour
http://www.abanet.org/tech/ltrc/fyidocs/websitefyi.html#StepFive
http://www.abanet.org/tech/ltrc/fyidocs/websitefyi.html#Other
http://arstechnica.com/news.ars/post/20070813-study-primary-role-of-the-internet-shifting-from-communications-to-content.html
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o Unintended -- the people you never intended to communicate with, but may very well 
find your site at some point. It's a safe bet that within a few weeks of uploading your 
web site, Google and other search engines will have carefully scoured it with their 
automated programs and everything you've put online will be available through a quick 
web search. For example, a Las Vegas judge pro tem (and former defense attorney) was 
removed from the bench recently after a prosecutor from his county discovered that he 
made derogatory comments about prosecutors on his MySpace page. The lesson: if 
there's anything you're considering posting that you don't want available to everyone, 
don't post it.  

• Organize. Eloquently written and edited content isn't going to help you if your visitors can't find 
it. Take the time to draw out a flow chart for your web site and know how the various pages 
should connect. Key information, such as your practice areas, should be accessible with as few 
"clicks" as possible regardless of whether the visitor has loaded your home page or entered 
somewhere else in your site via search engine.  

• Keep it brief. Web surfers tend to be an impatient bunch. Chances are they've come to your web 
site with a specific question in mind, and they aren't going to wade through walls of text to find 
the answer. Basic information on your firm or organization should be written in "sound bites" -- 
short, concise paragraphs with short sentences. Rather than describing your practice areas with 
five paragraphs of prose, use a simple bulleted list. Limit personal bios to the most important 
and relevant professional details. Never use twenty words for something that can be said in ten.  

• Make it timeless. Unless you have a dedicated IT staff to keep your web site fresh, much of the 
information you put on your web site will remain unchanged for long stretches of time. Avoid 
adding date-sensitive content unless you have a plan in place to keep it up to date. For example, 
it may seem like a great idea to post a listing of your upcoming speaking engagements when you 
first build your web site, but if that list isn't regularly updated, it might give readers the 
impression that you're no longer a sought after speaker. 

• Make it dynamic. While much of the content on your web site will be static and remain 
unchanged for long periods of time, adding dynamic elements will keep your site looking fresh 
and will help boost your site in search engine results. Here are a few good ways of keeping your 
web site fresh:  

o Add RSS Feeds: many news web sites and blogs syndicate their content at no charge via 
an RSS feed. Adding legal-centric feeds, especially feeds related to your practice area, 
can be a great way of attracting repeat visitors and keeping your web site looking like it 
was updated just minutes ago. There are numerous legal-centric feeds available today, 
including those from Law.com, the Jurist, and the ABA Journal.  

o Start a blog: blogs (or "blawgs" as they're often called when written by lawyers) can be a 
great way of building a reputation within your specialty and within the profession, and 
they also serve to keep your site fresh.  

http://www.lvrj.com/news/9121536.html
http://www.law.com/service/rss.shtml
http://jurist.law.pitt.edu/paperchase/blogger_rss.xml
http://www.abajournal.com/subscribe/#rss
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o Paid/custom content: another option worth considering is hiring a company to regularly 
add custom content tailored to your practice area, region, or specialties. Companies like 
LexBlog and Attorneys Online, among others, will prepare custom blogs and e-
newsletters featuring a combination of original writing and links to the latest news from 
around the profession.  

• Edit and proofread. It may be a cliche, but it's true: you only get one chance to make a first 
impression. There are few ways of making yourself look more unprofessional and unreliable 
than a web site filled with grammatical and spelling errors. Treat the content for your web site 
like you would a pleading, brief, or journal article: make it perfect.  

Further Reading:  

• A List Apart: Content 
A List Apart (or simply "ALA") is a web-based magazine dedicated to "the design, development, 
and meaning of web content." New articles are posted every other week by some of the top 
figures in web design and development today.  

• Useit.com 
Useit.com is the personal web site of usability expert Jakob Nielson. Nielson has published 
several books on web usability and offers an array of valuable information free on his web site. 
Particularly useful is his section on Writing for the Web.  

Step Two: Pick a Domain 

Picking out and registering a domain is an important step in building a successful web site. Your domain 
(or web address or URL) will become your identity on the web and a confusing, misleading, or 
embarrassing domain name can make it difficult for your web site (and thus, your firm or organization) 
to be taken seriously. The same is true for your email address, which will likely also use your domain 
name.  

Domains must be registered through a registrar approved by the Internet Corporation for Assigned 
Names and Numbers ("ICANN"), a non-governmental organization that oversees "top level domains" or 
TLDs (.com, .net, .org are all examples of TLDs). ICANN publishes a complete listing of approved 
registrars on its web site. Two of the better known registrars are GoDaddy and Register.com. 

When it comes to picking the domain name to register, here are some tips: 

• Keep it short. Long domain names are hard to remember, hard to type, and hard to fit on 
business cards and letterhead. 

• Make it clear. Avoid unusual spellings and abbreviations - especially "text message" speak like 
replacing "you" with "u" or "for" with "4." Try saying the domain out loud to a friend and then 
ask them to write it down for you. If they can't do it, you may want to try something else.  

http://www.attorneysonlineinc.com/enewsletter.html
http://www.attorneysonlineinc.com/enewsletter.html
http://www.alistapart.com/topics/content/
http://www.useit.com/
http://www.useit.com/papers/webwriting/
http://www.icann.org/
http://www.icann.org/
http://www.icann.org/registrars/accredited-list.html
http://www.icann.org/registrars/accredited-list.html
http://www.godaddy.com/
http://www.register.com/
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• If you have an established business name (e.g. "Thompson and Associates, LLP" or "Aspen Bar 
Association"), try to use that name or some variation of it as your domain. 

• If you're running a for-profit business, use .com. If you're running a non-profit or professional 
organization, use .org. It can be tempting to go with less popular TLD to get the better domain 
name (e.g. johndoe.info rather than johndoe.com), but these TLDs aren't always regarded as 
professional and will invariably lead to confusion. 

• Take advantage of the registrar's web site. Most registrars have tools on their web sites that will 
offer suggestions and alternative domain names if the one you want is taken. They may offer a 
good suggestion that hadn't occurred to you.  

• Register the other major TLDs. If you're registering abclaw.com, consider also registering 
abclaw.org and abclaw.net as well. Registering the other domains will prevent someone else 
from coming along later with a similar domain name that could confuse your clients. Likewise, if 
you wanted to register abclaw.com and you see that abclaw.org is already registered, you may 
want to look for a different domain.  

• Go long term on your registration. Domains are registered by the year, and if you forget to 
renew your domain there's a chance someone else will buy it out from under you -- a major 
disaster for an established web site. You can reduce this risk by initially registering your domain 
for multiple years (some registrars let you go up to 100 years!) and by establishing a policy 
within your organization to make sure your domains aren't allowed to lapse.  

• Find the perfect domain but it's already registered? You may be able to get it from the current 
owner -- for a price. Try using a whois tool like DomainTools to find out who owns the domain 
and how you can contact them. You can also visit LeapFish to get a free (but very rough) 
appraisal for the domain, or you can pay for an expert appraisal from a service like GoDaddy.  

A Word of Warning! You may notice that some hosting companies offer "free domains" if you sign up for 
their hosting service. Make sure you read the fine print. In many cases, the "free domain" is registered 
in the name of the hosting company and if you change hosts or if the host goes out of business, you 
could lose your domain. 

  

Step Three: Find Hosting 

You've put together a good plan for your site, you've written some of the content, and you've registered 
a domain name. Now it's time to think about where your web site will live. In order for a web site to 
appear on the web, it must be "hosted" on a computer (called a server) with specialized software that 
remains connected to the internet 24/7/365. As you examine hosting solutions, you'll need to consider 
what type of site you're building, how involved you want to be, and of course, how much you want to 
spend. 

http://whois.domaintools.com/
http://leapfish.com/
https://www.godaddy.com/gdshop/dna/appraisal.asp
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Host it Yourself  
The convergence of modern server software, inexpensive computers and storage space, and always-on 
web connections makes it entirely possible for you to host a web site from your office. That said, 
without a dedicated staff of IT personnel familiar with web hosting technology, self hosted web sites are 
prone to frequent outages and outright failures. Only go this route if you know you already have the 
assets in place to make it work. For more information, check out: 

• W3Schools: Web Hosting Tutorial  

• AllBusiness.com: Why Can't You Host Your Own Web Site?  

Free Hosting 
Yes, years after the end of the Dot Com bubble burst, you can still find free services aplenty on the web. 
A variety of free hosting solutions exist on the web, some of which will be discussed below under 
"bundled hosting," but almost all share one (or both) of the following to features: host-added 
advertising and shared domain names. Host-added advertising is just what it sounds like: in exchange for 
your free hosting space and bandwidth, the host will add advertising of their choosing to your web site. 
This advertising is typically added to a prominent location on your web site such as the top or side. 
Shared domain names mean that rather than having "www.yourdomain.com", you'd have 
"www.yourhost.com/yourfirm" or "yourfirm.yourhost.com".  

While the cost savings from free hosting can be attractive, the end result will almost certainly look far 
less professional than an advertising-free web site hosted at your own domain name. Furthermore, free 
hosting often lacks useful features such as visitor statistics, email, or ample bandwidth. Consider using 
such free hosting only as a temporary solution while you work on getting a full web site put together. 

Some free hosts include: 

• Bravenet  

• DotEasy  

• Freewebs.com  

• Yahoo! Geocities  

Third-Party Hosting 
By far the most common hosting solution for small businesses and law firms is to rent server space from 
a hosting company on a monthly or yearly basis. This server space can either be "shared" (you rent a 
small portion of a large computer) or "dedicated" (you rent the entire server). Hosting plans typically 
allow you to host numerous different domain names, sub-domains (e.g. blog.yourfirm.com or 
hiring.yourfirm.com), and email addresses, and are fully featured in terms of the software they can run. 
More expensive plans will often include additional domains and email addresses as well as increased 
storage space and bandwidth (the number of pages you can display per month). Larger plans may be 
necessary if you intend to offer visitors high bandwidth media content such as movies or podcasts, but 

http://www.w3schools.com/hosting/default.asp
http://www.allbusiness.com/technology/internet-web-hosting/714-1.html
http://www.bravenet.com/
http://www.doteasy.com/
http://members.freewebs.com/
http://geocities.yahoo.com/
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the average small law firm or legal organization would likely find an inexpensive plan more than 
adequate for their needs. 

Third-party hosts often have a "control panel" that their subscribers can use to manage their hosting. 
These control panels can allow novice users to easily and quickly add and delete email addresses, set up 
mailing lists, check site statistics, add new domains and sub domains, and in some cases to perform 
quick installations of popular software such as blogs or wikis.  

Note: many Internet Service Providers (ISPs) offer shared hosting service at little or no cost to their 
subscribers. While this service is often limited compared to a third-party host described above, it's worth 
checking with your ISP to see what they offer.  

Some popular third-party hosts include: 

• Dreamhost  

• Pair Networks  

• Verve Hosting  

• Yahoo! Small Business  

Bundled Hosting 
One final option to keep in mind: several popular web applications will host your unique domain name 
and offer additional services (such as email) for a monthly cost. If you're considering using such software 
for your web site, a bundled package may offer the most bang for your buck. Some popular web 
applications that offer bundled hosting include: 

• Blogger  

• Ning  

• TypePad  

  

  

Step Four: Build the Web site  

All too often, a web designer will have a potential client visit his or her office with a horror story that 
begins something like this: "Well, my golf buddy said his neighbor's kid was really great with computers, 
so..." Invariably, that story ends with the potential client admitting that he or she has wasted thousands 
of dollars and months of work on an incomplete, non-functional, or simply non-existant web site. The 
moral of the story? Professional web sites are built by professionals. If you hire an inexperienced 
amateur, delegate the project to a non-web designer employee, or even try to do it yourself, there's a 
good chance you'll end up exhausting your budget without getting a product you can be proud of in 

http://www.dreamhost.com/
http://www.pair.com/
http://www.vervehosting.com/
http://smallbusiness.yahoo.com/webhosting/
https://www.blogger.com/start
http://www.ning.com/
http://www.typepad.com/
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return. That said, if you understand the process and the options that are available, a solid and effective 
web site can be developed even on the slimmest budget.  

Set a Budget 
Before you meet with a web designer or consider an online solution, establish a budget for your new 
web site. Know what you're comfortable spending and what you'd like to achieve, at a minimum, for 
that investment. In most cases, you will also need to establish an annual budget to maintain and update 
your web site, and setting aside additional funds for a major fixes or renovations may be a good idea as 
well. As you start investigating the options for your web site, don't be overly ambitious: if your budget is 
limited, you're better off with a simple but well executed web site than an elaborate site with numerous 
corners cut to get it within budget.  

Consider a Templated/Pre-Fab Solution 
If your budget is very small, your best solution may be a web site that's built using pre-fabricated 
templates. The most common example of a templated page is a blog built through a service like Blogger 
or TypePad. These services allow you to set up a blog at minimal cost (free if you don't want your own 
domain name or premium features) and you can choose from a variety of templates to adjust the look 
and feel of the page. Content can be added through an included graphical interface similar to that found 
in Microsoft Word, and all complex technical issues and problems are handled by the service provider. 
While this is an attractive solution if your budget is limited, keep in mind that a blog -- especially one 
using a pre-fabricated template -- won't look as professional as a custom built web site.  

Going Custom  
A web site custom built and designed for your firm is the best option if your budget allows for it. Custom 
web sites help put a professional face on your firm or organization. If you decide to develop a custom 
web site, picking out the right designer or firm is essential. Pick right and you'll have a high quality web 
site produced on time and on budget; pick poorly and you may very well find yourself with your budget 
exhausted and nothing respectable to show for it. Here are some tips to help you find the right person 
to build your web site and to make sure you get the web site you need:  

• Talk to your peers. Chances are you know a few lawyers who have gone through this process 
recently and have a decent web site to show for it. Find out who they went to, how the process 
went, and don't be shy about asking for advice. You may also consider getting in touch with your 
local bar association to see if they have any advice or referrals to share. Remember that a 
designer or firm that has worked with legal organizations in the past is more likely to understand 
your needs. 

• Look around. If you find a web site you like, scroll to the bottom and see if there's a link to the 
designer or design firm responsible. Run a simple web search for designers in your geographical 
area, or for designers that specialize in working for firms like yours. Look in the phone book. 
Scope out the web sites that list design firms or even allow freelancers to bid on projects, such 
as Guru.com, Getafreelancer.com, Project4Hire, or DesignFirms. 

http://www.blogger.com/
http://www.typepad.com/
http://www.guru.com/
http://www.getafreelancer.com/
http://www.project4hire.com/
http://www.designfirms.org/
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• Before picking a designer, always ask to see a portfolio of their recent projects. Most firms are 
proud of the work they've done and won't mind providing a client list. Many design firms will 
even encourage you to contact some of their past clients to verify the quality of their service. If 
a potential designer doesn't have a portfolio or won't tell you which clients he has worked with 
recently, you're probably better off moving on: this may indicate that the designer either lacks 
experience or has had some bad experiences with clients and would rather you didn't contact 
them. 

• Know what you want. You may not know anything about how web sites are actually built, but 
you should know what you want out of your end product. Know approximately how many pages 
your web site will require; be prepared with examples of sites you like from firms or 
organizations similar to yours; bring in some of the content you've developed so the designer 
knows what he will be working with; if there's a special kind of functionality you're hoping to 
have in your web site (e.g. a form that will let potential clients send you emails, a blog, or a 
message board) let the designer know that immediately and provide him with examples; and 
know what your time table is like. The better you can help a potential designer understand what 
you're looking for, the more accurate his or her price quote will be.  

• Think about the future. How will you update your web site? What if you need extra pages 
added? What if something breaks? Some designers will include limited maintenance and upkeep 
in their design costs, or they will offer it as an additional service. If you'd like to be able to 
update your web site on your own (or have someone on your staff to it), ask about including a 
content management system. Some content management systems include WYSIWYG (What You 
See Is What You Get) editors that allow you to edit web content much like you'd edit a Word 
document. If you end up having such a system implemented for your web site, make sure your 
designer provides training or can point you in the direction of appropriate training. 

• Ask about search engine optimization. A great web site is useless if nobody can find it. Most 
experienced designers will take the steps necessary to ensure your web site gets the best 
possible search engine listings possible, but asking never hurts.  

• Get multiple quotes. A web site can be a major investment, so it behooves you to make sure 
you're getting the best possible combination of price and quality. Get a firm, written quote both 
for the price and the timeline. Know what guarantees the designer will make, if any, and know 
what hourly rates they'll charge if work goes past what was quoted. Don't be afraid to negotiate. 

• Communicate with your designer. Once you've picked a designer and signed a contract, work 
hard to keep the lines of communication open. A missed email or an unclear instruction can set 
your project back and potentially wreck your budget. Ask your designer to provide you with 
status updates and make sure you're given the opportunity to make comments at various times 
throughout the process. Again, a web site is often a major investment for a firm or organization, 
so it's important that you get a functional web site that will serve your business well into the 
future.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Content_management_system
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 Step Five: Maintenance and Beyond  

Thanks to the always-on nature of web sites, a neglected or broken web site can be just as harmful to 
your firm or organization as a functional web site can be useful. If a potential client finds your web site 
and discovers it's full of outdated content, broken links, missing images, or incorrect contact 
information, he or she is likely to develop a strongly negative opinion as to your firm or organization's 
professionalism. As discussed above, before your web site is built you should have budgeted the time 
and money for regular upkeep and you should have worked out a plan with your designer (or picked an 
appropriate out-of-the-box solution) to ensure easy maintenance. 

Here are some tips to keep your web site in top form: 

• Visit your page regularly. A quick once-through of your web site will let you know if anything 
obvious is broken or missing. This particularly important if you've included an RSS field or some 
other dynamic content that you don't fully control. 

• Check links. Links within your web site should be stable, but if you've linked to outside web sites 
-- such as a professional organization, a news site, or some other resource, there's always the 
chance that they will alter their URL in some way that breaks your link. 

• Check your statistics. Your web host or your designer should be able to provide you with daily, 
weekly, and monthly statistics on the traffic coming to your web site. Not only can this help you 
identify broken pages and links (most statistics packages will list these), it will also tell you 
approximately how many visitors your web site is getting, what sites are linking to you, and 
what sort of search queries are leading people to your web site.  

• Get your web site out there. A web site is a marketing tool for most firms and organizations, so 
you'll want to make sure people are aware of it. Add the URL to your business cards and 
letterhead. Put a link to it in your email signature. If you know of a web site that has a list of 
links to firms or organizations like yours, contact their webmaster and ask to have your link 
added. 

• Solicit criticism. Chances are you'll want to renovate your web site at some point in the future, 
so keeping a list of suggestions and critiques can be a helpful way of ensuring your future web 
site is as much of an improvement as possible.  
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What is Social Media? 
“Andreas Kaplan and Michael Haenlein define social media as ‘a group of Internet-based applications 
that build on the ideological and technological foundations of Web 2.0, and that allow the creation and 
exchange of user-generated content’”i.  It is only appropriate that this partial definition derived from the 
listing for “social mediaii” in  Wikipedia, a persistent and recognizable social media site with which most 
everyone has at least a passing familiarity.  Other familiar forms of social media include: blogs; wikis; 
social networking; bookmark, video and picture sharing sites; tagging; and review sites for movies, 
products, services, books, restaurants and more.  Social media is not only about user generated content, 
it is about sharing information at a peer level where the middle man is at best a hindrance, and 
sometimes unwelcome.  There are no gate-keepers to information sharing, no editorial process and no 
hindrances.  Good or bad, Web 2.0 technology has enabled social media to plunge forward and lawyers 
need to be aware of it, harness it, and scrutinize it.  

Law firms have many wondrous ways to open up communication and conversation. For instance, a blog 
allows for a more controlled environment, and focused audience.  Read this tutorial iiiabout starting a 
blog and this comparison of blog hosts/softwareiv.  It is easy – much more so than a website.  The 
question is, who will keep it up to date?  Come to think of it, that is the question to ask for any of the 
web activities.  A stale Facebook fansite will do little to recommend the vibrancy of your law firm.  

If you have a website, let your visitors do the work for you.  Tools like  ShareThisv can be embedded to 
let your visitors blog about your site content – or tweet, add to Facebook, Digg, email and much more. It 
adds interactivity to your site with no labor on your part.  If you choose to avoid adding a social 
component to your site, this will not necessarily inhibit the Netizens from talking about the firm – they 
will just do it behind your back through any number of tools from Google SideWiki to Customer Lobby to 
Yelp.  

Social media is having a big impact on the law and lawyers.  The public is self-serving on legal forms sites 
like Legal Zoom, drawn by quick turn-around and flat rates.  They are accustomed to “do it yourself” on 
the Internet.  They are often more inclined to seek information about the law before consulting with a 
lawyer, changing the relationship from one of a counselor-client relationship to a collaborative, 
teamwork-based approach to representation.  Clients are finding lawyers in different ways too – using 
sites like Avvo, JDSupra and LawGuru to not only locate lawyers but ask questions in hopes of getting 
free legal advice.  Lawyers should be aware of how clients seek legal help and the implications both 
pragmatically and ethically.  The legal profession will adapt to this new culture or be left behind.  

 

Overview of Online Social Networks 
Online social networking, originally the bastion of teenagers, has exploded into a mainstream 
technology used by millions of individuals and entities to network, communicate, market, and advertise. 
In his blog post “The 4 Ps of the Internet,vi” Doug Cornelius writes about interacting with the Internet 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_media
http://www.abanet.org/tech/ltrc/fyidocs/fyiblogs.html
http://www.abanet.org/tech/ltrc/fyidocs/blogchart.html
http://sharethis.com/
http://www.compliancebuilding.com/2009/04/13/the-4-ps-of-the-social-internet/
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being one, or some combination of:  personal, private, professional, or public.  As you investigate and 
participate in online social networks, keeping the four Ps in mind can help you separate what might be 
constituted as regulated public speech, advertisement, or solicitation, versus free speech and 
networking.  The boom of social networking has led to the need for policies in the workplace, 
defamation issues, identity theft and security threats.  While online social networking can be fun, 
educational, and advantageous, don’t forget the words of your friendly neighborhood Spiderman: “with 
great power comes great responsibility”.  

The different social networks can be categorized as personal, professional, legal and microblogs.  Within 
each category fall several popular social networking sites, each with its own culture, terms of use, 
benefits and pitfalls.  If you are new to any social site, get to know the culture and the lingo through 
observation before jumping in with both feet.  

Personal 
Sites such as Facebook and Google+, as well as special interest networking sites can all be classified as 
personal or truly “social” networking sites. Of these Facebook is by far the most popular.  While 
companies and organizations have set up “fan” pages, business pages, or groups, the primary activity 
that drives the popularity of Facebook is communicating with “friends” online, posting and reading 
status updates, playing games, taking quizzes, joining interest groups, accepting event invitations and 
socializing.  Facebook is primarily a personal site and due to the open nature of sharing, despite privacy 
settings, lawyers should use caution in considering using their personal Facebook or other social-focused 
networking sites profile as a marketing or professional platform. 

Professional 
There are networking sites geared for professionals, including LinkedIn, TalkBizNow, and Plaxo.  While 
attempting to co-opt some of the features that have made Facebook so popular, like status updates, 
these sites were built for and are primarily useful for professional networking.  These sites are open to 
anyone, and the concept relies on the power of connections and leveraging people’s professional 
networks.  Of these, LinkedIn is the most popular.  In addition to your LinkedIn profile, law firms can 
create a firm or company page on LinkedIn.  Facebook and Google+ also allow users to create business 
pages, the creation of which helps to create a clearer distinction between personal, protected speech 
and marketing the firm through social media.  

Legal 
There are many networking sites specifically for the legal professional, including LawLink, Legal OnRamp, 
MH Connected and more.  Legal OnRamp and MH Connected concentrate on building connections 
between in-house and outside counsel, whereas Lawlink focuses more on the broader legal community. 
Features and functions vary greatly with these sites.  In addition to these national networks you will find 
state and local sites, such as the Chicago Lawyer’s Network or Texas Bar Circle.  There may be more of a 
comfort level in using these sites to communicate with other lawyers, with a reduced concern for 
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unintended creation of attorney-client relationship or solicitation.  However, never forget that anything 
that goes online has a very long life-span. 

Microblogs  
Another, more recent social medium is the microblog, including sites like Twitter, Tumblr, Jaiku, and 
Yammer.  With the exception of Yammer, which was designed expressly for professional use, microblogs 
seem to have been designed for and adopted as much for personal use as professional and even legal 
use – on microblogs such as Twitter, there are plenty of individuals microblogging about personal topics, 
workers microblogging about professional topics, companies microblogging about their products and 
services, and lawyers microblogging about their services.  In contrast, sites like Facebook and Myspace 
have been designed for and adopted mostly for personal use, sites like LinkedIn for professional use, and 
sites like Legal OnRamp for use by the legal profession.   

Of these microblogging sites, Twitter is the most popular.  The idea of the microblog is to post a 
message, described by Twitter as “what are you doing”, in no more than 140 characters.  These 
messages or “tweets” can then be “followed” by other Twitter users.  As a Twitter user, you can follow 
others’ “tweets”.  Although users can set restrictive policies on who can follow them, generally users 
allow anyone to follow them, and as a matter of courtesy follow their followers.  Get it? An entire 
lexicon has been built around Twitter, as well as abbreviations, codes and applications to help manage 
the communication stream.  Twitter’s greatest strength is also its greatest weakness – it is the autobahn 
of the information super highway.  Information is spread at the speed of light, as well as misinformation.  
Casual thoughts have become fodder for lawsuits, and rumors can be hard to squelch.  However, many 
organizations use Twitter to share information with a wide audience, or as a bullhorn for their blogs.  

Social Networking Policies 
To get a sense of what is being included in these policies you can see actual policies for a number of 
different types of businessesvii, as well as templates, have been collected by the blogger Rex Gradeless 
at the Social Media Law Student blog. Also helpful may be this article with resources: “Developing a Law 
Firm Social Media Policy” from Washington State.  These may provide insight on the provisions to be 
considered, especially when a law firm is using social media as part of an overall 
marketing/branding/communication strategy.  

Social Networks and Security 
When creating a profile in any social networking site, lawyers should be mindful of how much 
information they provideviii.  By providing enough personal information a thief could easily steal your 
identity.  Likewise, it is not necessary or wise to reveal details about upcoming travel, as it has led to 
burglary of a homeix.  In addition, use strong passwords, and do not use the same passwordx for your 
webmail accounts and social networking accounts.  

Be mindful of scams, hacks, worms, and other things that go bump in the nightxi on social networking 
sites.  News comes out almost daily regarding exploits and bugsxii that could lead to identity theft and 

http://socialmedialawstudent.com/social-media/social-media-policies/
http://socialmedialawstudent.com/social-media/social-media-policies/
http://www.kcll.org/wordpress/2011/10/31/developing-a-law-firm-social-media-policy/
http://www.kcll.org/wordpress/2011/10/31/developing-a-law-firm-social-media-policy/
http://www.nextadvisor.com/blog/2008/03/04/6-tips-to-protect-your-identity-on-facebook/
http://www.nextadvisor.com/blog/2008/03/04/6-tips-to-protect-your-identity-on-facebook/
http://www2.nbc13.com/vtm/news/local/article/hoover_police_officers_arrest_facebook_burglary_suspects/85781/
http://new.abanet.org/sitetation/Lists/Posts/Post.aspx?ID=411
http://blogs.zdnet.com/feeds/?p=288
http://information-security-resources.com/2009/08/17/top-8-social-media-security-threats/
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more.  A rule of thumb is always to scrutinize who you allow to become your “friend”, block access to 
unknown or suspicious followers in Twitter, and always be wary of deals that are too good to be true, or 
requests to view videos or links that seem to prey on your curiosity or vanity.  Always use antivirus 
protection, antispyware, and a firewall that protects against incoming and outgoing internet traffic.  

Ethics and Social Networking 
There are no ethics opinions specific to lawyer’s participation in online social networking sites known to 
the author when this paper was written.  However, that does not mean that existing ethics rules and 
opinions do not inform an attorney’s duties when participating in these sites.  The ethics rules should be 
read carefully before embarking in the use of social networking sites, most specifically those networks 
like LinkedIn where interaction is generally deemed professional, and thus could be scrutinized as 
commercial.  In addition to the overarching ethical responsibility to maintain confidentiality (ABA Model 
Rule 1.6), the rules regarding communication, solicitation, and advertising (ABA Model Rules 7.1 – 7.4) 
should be considered in this light. For instance, lawyers are required to avoid false or misleading 
communication about the lawyer or her services.  It is easy to engage in hyperbole, exaggeration and off 
the cuff remarks in online social networks.  This also includes being completely truthful in your profile. 
Attorneys must be extremely careful with these behaviors.  If lawyers are embedding videos into social 
networking sites, like YouTube, are these considered real-time electronic contact, thus a prohibited 
solicitation? Or could the video be considered an advertisement that would need review in some states? 
In California testimonials must be accompanied with a disclaimer. If a LinkedIn connection submits a 
recommendation to your LinkedIn profile would that require a disclaimer, especially if the 
recommendation suggests your prowess and skill as a lawyer?  In Illinois, lawyers are prohibited against 
listing specialties unless they have certification with entities listed in RPC 7.4.  Does listing them on a 
profile run afoul of the rule?  ARDC Chief Legal Counsel James Grogan suggests removing the risk by 
prefacing their listing with a statement drawing language from the rule.  

The state disciplinary agencies have, at different times, reacted to new technologies, such as websites 
and blogs, with a zealous approach that many saw as a lack of understanding regarding the 
technologies.  It would be best for lawyers to be cautious, and be able to justify their activities on social 
networks in light of, rather than despite of, the ethics rules.   Common sense and restraint, separating 
personal and professional networks, and a knowledge of the rules will go a long way in helping attorneys 
show how participation in social networks and microblogs helps the public perception of attorneys.  
When examples like the recent attorney blogger who publically commented on confidential client 
information, as well as making denigrating remarks about judges, became a headline generating 
disciplinary action in Illinois, everyone suffers.   

There are a few ethics opinions regarding lawyer’s use of online social networks for investigative 
purposes. The Philadelphia Bar Professional Guidance Committee addressed in Opinion 2009-02 
whether it was permissible for an attorney to direct an investigator or third party to become Facebook 
friends with a non-party witness in order to obtain adverse information. The opinion held that that this 
action would be professional misconduct under Rule 8.4 that prohibits lawyers from “engag[ing] in 

http://www.isba.org/ibj/2011/10/friendingyourenemiestweetingyourtri
http://www.isba.org/ibj/2011/10/friendingyourenemiestweetingyourtri
http://iln.isba.org/2009/09/03/may-illinois-lawyers-list-their-specialties-on-linkedin
http://legalblogwatch.typepad.com/legal_blog_watch/2005/06/will_kentuckys_.html
http://legalblogwatch.typepad.com/legal_blog_watch/2005/06/will_kentuckys_.html
http://www.abajournal.com/news/blogging_assistant_pd_accused_of_revealing_secrets_of_little-disguised_clie/
http://www.abajournal.com/news/blogging_assistant_pd_accused_of_revealing_secrets_of_little-disguised_clie/
http://www.philadelphiabar.org/WebObjects/PBAReadOnly.woa/Contents/WebServerResources/CMSResources/Opinion_2009-2.pdf
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conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit or misrepresentation”, as well as violating duties under Rule 
5.3 (non-lawyer assistants) and Rule 4.1 (truthfulness in statements to others).  San Diego County, New 
York City, and New York also promulgated opinions on use of social media for background and 
investigation.  

Attorneys who are government employees have further legal and regulatory considerations regarding 
their participation in social networking sites. Compliance with the EGovernment Act of 2002 or the 
Hatch Act of 1939 or scrutinizing the Terms of Service regarding provision on indemnification and 
endorsement are just some of the additional responsibilities government lawyers might have to 
consider before jumping into social networking.  

In addition to the number of missteps lawyers can make resulting in disciplinary actions and sanctions, 
there are a growing number of defamation and libel cases cropping up due to social network 
communications.  Despite the fact that it may be “between friends”, consider how you would feel if your 
posts were echoed on the front page of the New York Times.  Think before you type! 

 

Getting Started 

Facebook 
Facebook is the dominant free social networking site, with more than 845 million users as of December 
2011.  It began as a social network specifically for Harvard students and quickly expanded to other 
universities, then high school students and then the world.  When setting up a Facebook profile, lawyers 
need to think about what information they want to share, and recognize that while they may be 
participating purely from a personal standpoint, they are licensed members of the Bar at all times.  In a 
Facebook profile, people have the choice of listing detailed contact information, religious and political 
views, groups, causes, work information, relationship status, and more.  Consider how friends, 
colleagues, clients, potential clients – and strangers – may interpret the information you provide. Listing 
full date of birth, contact information, children and spouses’ names, etc., can lead to identity theft. 
Portraying religious and political affiliations may create unintentional friction. Be mindful of what you 
add, the effects, and what you allow others to see.  Facebook also has business pages so that lawyers 
can present their firms in Facebook.  Think about how you would keep these engaging, and if they would 
reach the audience you intend. 

LinkedIn 
LinkedIn is a free professional networking site, built on the concept of six degrees of separation. 
LinkedIn has over 60 million membersxiii, including executives from all of the Fortune 500 companies. It 
is a great business networking tool, and features communities of interest, status updates, as well as 
allowing users to create online profiles that include recommendations.  When attorneys create a profile 
in LinkedIn, they are creating an online resume.  Make sure that the information is not embellished in 

http://www.netforlawyers.com/content/legal-ethics-opinions-lawyers-attorneys-social-media-investigative-background-research-0045
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/09/13/us/13lawyers.html?_r=2
http://press.linkedin.com/about
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any way and read applicable rules regarding use of testimonials and specialties.  The LinkedIn profile can 
be made public, and you can link to it using a personalized URL.   

  

Twitter 
Twitter, a free micro-blogging site, describes itself as a “real-time information network powered by 
people all around the world that lets you share and discover what’s happening now”.  Of all the social 
networks, Twitter can be one of the most confusing, as it has rules (140 character limit), lingo (hashtags, 
retweet, direct message) that is expressed in symbols (#, RT, DM), as well specific cultures.  The culture 
of Twitter is actually subdivided by your followers and those who follow you.  The good thing is that you 
can get a sense of how Twitter is used before you plunge in with an account by simply navigating to the 
homepage and searching for keywords or hashtags.  In fact, it is an interesting search toolxiv on its own, 
even without an account or any intention to participate.  But, for those who want to be a Twitter 
subscriber you might want to check out Mashable’s Twitter 101 guidexv, which explains the lingo and 
how to use the tool.  Since a Twitter profile is limited to 140 characters, it is unlikely that you will share 
too much information.  You can customize the design of your page, but keep in mind that the busier it is, 
the harder it is to read, and people rarely will actually visit your page, but will keep up with your tweets 
in their streams instead.  

Google+ 
When Google announced the rollout of Search Plus Your World the Internet buzzed briefly with a mix of 
awe and suspicion.  Why?  Because Google delves further into customizing search results based on what 
it knows about you to even show hits in Google+, the new Google driven social network.  All that aside, 
Google+ does have some interesting features that bring together functionality from Twitter and 
Facebook, as well as Flickr, Skype and Oovoo.  In other words you can share just about anything, as well 
as engaging in real time communications.  For many individuals having yet another social network to 
manage was a bitter pill to swallow, though the granular sharing functionality made Google+ much more 
transparent – and easier to use – than Facebook.  However, now that Google+ opened pages up to 
business it just makes sense to get one.  Google+ pages for business are not complicated to set up, and 
look much like an individual’s page.  However, you can get analytics and of course lots of buttons to 
promote your Google+ presence.  So, how to manage Twitter, Facebook, your blog and now Google+ 
too?  Considering that your Google+ results will be showing up in Google search, and there are ways to 
push Google+ content to Facebook and Twitter,  it might be worth the time.  There are plenty of 
pointers on the web as people figure out how to leverage Google+ pages for business – and law firms.  

Social Media Management Tools 

Post Once, Update Many Simultaneously 
Social media tools can be a great way to communicate, collaborate, share and connect with clients and 
colleagues. Many lawyers are starting to see real implications for networking and client development 

http://www.nytimes.com/2010/03/04/technology/04basics.html
http://mashable.com/guidebook/twitter/
http://searchengineland.com/googles-results-get-more-personal-with-search-plus-your-world-107285
http://www.eweek.com/c/a/Cloud-Computing/Google-Search-Plus-Your-World-What-Is-It-and-How-to-Stop-It-282941/
http://www.google.com/+/business/
http://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/29511/7-Silly-Google-Business-Page-Mistakes-to-Fix-NOW.aspx
http://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/29511/7-Silly-Google-Business-Page-Mistakes-to-Fix-NOW.aspx
http://lawyerist.com/create-your-firms-google-plus-page/
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tools, and have added social media to their marketing arsenal. However, many are also overwhelmed by 
the time commitment, and the occasional writers block.  Below are some tools and tips to use to 
effectively manage your time commitment on social media.  

 

What To Say? 
One of the reasons people will follow you, friend you, like you, link in with you, etc. is that we are all 
looking for help with getting useful information, at the right time. Those most successful in social media 
are those who give more than they take.  Keeping this fundamental in mind, there are many ways to 
easily gather and share content through your social media channels. Many sites you visit have “share 
this” icon or a button to add a link to Twitter, Facebook, Digg, etc.  One click and you’ve just shared an 
article, as a matter of course in your daily current awareness reading.  If you haven’t started using an 
RSS feed reader, such as iGoogle, Bloglines, or Alltop, check out our article and a video tutorial on using 
iGoogle to get up and running.  RSS feed readers let you create a place where all the news of interest to 
you is filtered into one location, rather than you going out and checking multiple websites. Other tools 
add more social media to the mix, such as Paper.li (in alpha), which lets you view the hyperlinks 
referenced by your tweeps (or lists or hashtags) or Facebook friends and pages in one spot, organized in 
a friendly “newspaper” format.  

Tool Box 
TweetDeck is social media dashboard that allows you to view and interact with your Twitter, Facebook, 
LinkedIn, Foursquare, and other accounts all on one screen. And it is free! Tweetdeck has a desktop 
version (Windows, Mac and Linux), and also a Google Chrome application, a web version (beta), and 
apps for Android and iPhone. HootSuite is a similar, and similarly free, program. 

Ping.fm uses the tagline, “post from anywhere to anywhere.” This free web-based tool provides an 
option to create a message that can be distributed to many channels—Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, 
FriendFeed, WordPress, TypePad, Blogger, Google Reader, and the list goes on.  To maximize Twitter 
posts, which are limited to 140 characters, the service has a character counter and will automatically 
shorten long hyperlinks. You can create posting groups, thus sending a message only to LinkedIn and 
Twitter, or only to Facebook and your blog. You can also send posts from e-mail, text/SMS, RSS feeds, or 
Google Reader. Of course, there is the requisite suite of mobile apps for you to take the tool on the 
road. 

Keep it Simple 
Without using any external applications or websites you can still take advantage of the “post once, 
update many simultaneously” concept.  You can selectively send tweets to Facebook by using the 
Selective Tweets Facebook app and then add #fb to send selective tweets to your Facebook personal or 
business page.  Likewise you can also post LinkedIn status updates to Twitter, and selective Twitter 

http://www.bloglines.com/
http://my.alltop.com/
http://apps.americanbar.org/lpm/lpt/articles/pma12081.shtml
http://apps.americanbar.org/abanet/common/login/securedarea.cfm?areaType=member&role=abanetmo&url=/tech/ltrc/mo/techez/092110/
http://paper.li/
http://www.tweetdeck.com/
http://hootsuite.com/
http://ping.fm/
http://apps.facebook.com/selectivetwitter/
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updates to LinkedIn by adding #li or #in to your tweets.  You can follow these easy instructions from 
LinkedIn’s blog.  

 

Remember that a tweet that is part of a Twitter conversation will look rather one-sided on LinkedIn or 
Facebook, and that tweets full of hashtags look a little out of place when they appear in other social 
media.  The same holds true from truncated Facebook posts or blog post updates in Twitter.  

Are you a blogger? You can use TwitterFeed to send new blog posts to Twitter or Facebook using your 
blog’s RSS feed. This tool also lets you track click-throughs to get a sense of what people like, re-tweet, 
and click on.  

Social media can be fun and rewarding, but requires some time to be successful. Think of the audience 
you intend to reach when using each of these tools, what looks most professional and most useful. 
While there are plenty of tools to make managing all of these accounts easier, it does require some care 
and feeding to put you in the best light possible.  Also remember, if you are linking up, friending or 
tweeting with colleagues and clients time management is essential, as they are likely not to be favorably 
impressed when you tweet about how beautiful the weather is on the golf course when you still haven’t 
responded to their last voicemail.  

Social Media Search 
For researching what people are doing, saying, and revealing about themselves, searching social media 
sites is imperative.  Blogs, YouTube, Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, Bebo, MySpace, Plaxo, and most other 
popular social media sites offer built in search tools. Lawyers should not forget these as valuable places 
to search, though they must be careful to avoid “pre-texting” or using means to coerce or deceive 
someone into giving access to a private social media profile.  Google’s primary search engine will pick up 
some social media content, primarily blogs and public LinkedIn information, as do Bing and other search 
engines.  Google’s new Search Plus Your World adds content from your Google+  streams, if you are 
logged into Google.  However, there are other ways to search multiple social sites en masse which may 
offer different and possibly better results. 

While aggregate social media search engines are in their infancy, there are a few out there to explore. 
One is Whos Talkin, which aggregates search from many popular social networking sites. Another is 
Social Mention, offering a similar search function, and is significantly speedier and more effective than 
Who’s Talking.   

For more focused social media searching sites like YourOpenBook (note: quote including profanity from 
Marc Zuckerburg on this page) that searches Facebook information that is not marked private, gives a 
deeper dive into Facebook. Similarly Twazzup  and Topsy search Twitter, and Blinkx searches video 
content in Hulu, YouTube, as well as news  and media outlets (note:  adult filter is on by default).   

http://blog.linkedin.com/2009/11/09/allen-blue-twitter-and-linkedin-go-together-like-peanut-butter-and-chocolate/
http://twitterfeed.com/
http://www.llrx.com/features/pretexting.htm
http://www.pcworld.com/article/248135/5_ways_to_use_googles_search_plus_your_world.html
http://www.whostalkin.com/
http://socialmention.com/
http://youropenbook.org/
http://www.twazzup.com/
http://topsy.com/
http://www.blinkx.com/advanced
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Other sites offer people searches, and focus on finding people results in white pages, public records, 
business records and social media sites. These search sites include ZoomInfo, PiPL, YoName, Folowen, 
Snitch.name and Spokeo. Keep in mind that you will need to do additional research, as these directories 
match against name only, which is an inexact science.  Additionally, similar “reality checks” need to be 
followed if you choose to use any of the public records searches available with some of these tools.  

Social Media Monitoring 
Social media management tools like Hootsuite, Social Oomph, and TweetDeck will help you monitor 
activity by keywords and account names in multiple social media channels.  However, if your monitoring 
needs are infrequent or changeable, there are a number of social media search tools that offer alerts via 
email or RSS. In Addictomatic you can do a keyword search, and results are displayed in boxes for each 
of the social media outlets.  You can even rearrange the boxes to put the sites you are most interested 
in at the top. Then simply bookmark the page in your browser and visit it again to see updated results.  
Kurrently searches only Facebook and Twitter, and offers an RSS feed for your saved searches.  Social 
Mention offers alerts, and Whos Talkin has an iGoogle gadget.  

 

Backing Up Social Media 
While there are many ways to get back into social media content, the information is vast and fleeting.  
You may have a need to capture and keep social media content, either for your firm, or your client, as 
backup, as a record of interactions, or to ensure compliance with a social media policy.  You may have 
heard of the “Wayback Machine” aka The Internet Archive, which records pages of certain webpages 
and archives them. The problem with this site is that it is inconsistent as to which sites it archives, and 
for how long. For lawyers who want to take control of monitoring and storing webpage content, enter 
Iterasi. This tool bills itself as a corporate compliance, litigation protection, compliance, and brand 
heritage tool. It is not free, but for lawyers and companies who need this type of service, it can be 
invaluable.  It is a web archiving tool that will “scrape” the screens of even complex websites, as well as 
capturing RSS feeds, topics discussed in social networks, and any website the user happens to visit. The 
company provides several discrete products, one web archiving tool, a social media monitoring 
application, and a “notary” tool to archive individual pages on the fly.  Similar to Iterasi, NextPoint’s 
Preservation Cloud crawls and archives specific web properties – blogs, social media sites, webpages. 
You can tag, export, and search the data collected. Like Iterasi, this is a “cloud” tool, so the data is stored 
on external servers, which does introduce some risk in using the service, while making it easy to sign up 
and get going as there is no installation or configuration.   

Conclusion 
Whether or not you are using social media as marketing or networking tool, lawyers can’t ignore the 
vast amount of information stored in these portals.  Whether your needs are fact gathering, monitoring, 

http://www.zoominfo.com/search
http://pipl.com/
http://www.yoname.com/
http://folowen.com/
http://snitch.name/
http://www.spokeo.com/
http://www.americanbar.org/publications/gp_solo/2011/june/social_media_managementtools.html
http://addictomatic.com/
http://www.kurrently.com/
http://www.archive.org/web/web.php
http://www.iterasi.com/
http://www.nextpoint.com/preservation.html
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or current awareness there are plenty of tools in the social media ecosystem to help you stay on top of 
the game.  
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Expose Yourself 
 

For a variety of reasons, some law firm websites may not have reached the top slot in Google, Bing, or 
Ask.  There is competition for keywords, and the search engines change their algorithms frequently. 
Without having a team of folks tweaking the site, there will likely be some ebbs and flows in visibility in 
search results. However, there are a number of ways to boost visibility on the web so that whether 
someone finds the firm or attorney through social media, a directory, the website, or a professional 
nameplate site, you can get the message out about the firm’s professionals and services. 

More to Google 
Google offers much more than just a dominant search engine. Google has incorporated Google Profiles 
and Google Places into Google+, their new social network.  By filling out a free Google Profile, lawyers 
can create a publicly available profile that included pictures, as well as personal and professional 
interests. Add links to the firm webpage, blog, LinkedIn profile or anything else worth sharing.  Profiles 
are no longer standalone, but rather serve as the "About" information in the Google+ profile.  

Google+ also incorporated Google Places, which let you add the firm to Google Maps and create a local 
business listing. Ultimately this means that people will have more ways to discover your Google+ 
business listing, as the information will appear in general search results, as well as Google+, maps, 
mobile search, etc. It will also make local search results more social, enticing user comments 
and "indeed, it gives Google a local vehicle with functionality equivalent to Facebook and 
Twitter."  Google reminds: “It's a good idea to create a Google Places account using an email address 
that you don't mind sharing with others or passing along, in case you wish to transfer ownership of your 
listings.”  

Directory Listings 
There are a number of places to list basic business information about a law firm, and many of those are 
free.  General business listings include local profile listings from Yahoo! Local Search, Bing Business 
Portal, and Yelp.  Depending on location, there may be free listings from city guides or other local 
resources, so don’t forget to look.    

Many law societies and bar associations have publically facing attorney member directories. In some 
cases they offer enhanced listings. Take advantage of those web directories.  Sites like Avvo and Justia’s 
Lawyer Directory may already have a listing for individual lawyers. Make sure that the profiles are 
accurate, and keep them updated.  Add pictures, links to the firm website, and any other links allowed. 

 

Social Media Profiles 
LinkedIn company and personal profiles are public and indexed by Google. Users have control over how 
much of the individual LinkedIn profile is public, and there is a link to test what a profile looks like to 

https://profiles.google.com/
http://www.google.com/local/
http://www.google.com/support/places/bin/static.py?page=guide.cs&guide=28247
http://www.google.com/support/places/bin/static.py?page=guide.cs&guide=28247
http://searchengineland.com/google-places-is-over-company-makes-google-the-center-of-gravity-for-local-search-122770
http://searchengineland.com/google-places-is-over-company-makes-google-the-center-of-gravity-for-local-search-122770
http://listings.local.yahoo.com/
http://www.bing.com/businessportal
http://www.bing.com/businessportal
https://biz.yelp.com/
http://www.avvo.com/
http://lawyers.justia.com/
http://lawyers.justia.com/
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specific viewers (public, direct connections, logged in LinkedIn users, etc.).  Take the time to fill out the 
profile, adding pictures and linking back to the firm website, a firm blog and any other social media 
profiles that are public and have interesting content. 

Likewise, Facebook Business Pages and Twitter profiles are indexed by Google.  Be sure to add links back 
to your website and other web properties to get the cross promotion.  Needless to say, Google+ 
company pages are well indexed by Google.  

Take an objective look at your social profiles; make sure they are vibrant and up to date.  If there are 
few posts and little activity rethink whether having the profile makes sense for the firm’s client 
development efforts. 

Nameplate Sites 
A relatively new phenomenon, the professional nameplate site (or web business card or personal 
landing page) lets individuals build an online profile that incorporates information including standard 
“business card” contact information, work history, social site feeds, pictures, videos, and more. Most of 
them provide a few free templates and require no technical skills to set up. 

About.me is one of the most well known and popular free sites in this genre.  Simply sign up, choose a 
template, upload a picture, input information about yourself, et voila.  About.me profiles are indexed by 
search engines and present a vibrant web business card.  About.me also offers analytics so you can see 
how many visitors you have.  

Newcomer Zerply is primarily designed to be a professional landing page, providing a template for an 
online resume complete with bio and work history in reverse chronological order. Zerply has a social 
component as well, providing a way to contact other professionals in the network.  While, that may 
sound a lot like LinkedIn, it is beautiful in its simplicity and the profile pages  are far more attractive 
visually.  A similar site, re.vu , will create an online resume pulled from your LinkedIn profile, and allow 
you to add other social networks, website, or blog.  Re.vu is more visual than Zerply, but lacks the social 
job seeking/expertise search aspect.  Both sites are free to use.  

Finally, Flavors.me is the granddad of the nameplate sites.  The focus on Flavors.me is more on the 
design of the nameplate, rather than being an online resume.  The drag and drop page builder is easy to 
use, and the free version offers 7 layouts and connections for 5 blog or social network accounts. A firm 
could create a profile here, and for $20 per year have the ability to use your own website address, as 
well as 17 layouts, unlimited social connections, analytics, a contact form, and a mobile site. 

Conclusion 
There are plenty of ways to get found on the Internet, and many of them come with a cost. Above are 
some free or extremely low cost ways to get found, even if your website doesn’t get top billing in 
Google.  If the thought of filling in profile information to so many websites is daunting then check out 
Know ‘Em. Know ‘Em, among other things, will enter your basic profile information for up to 300 social 
media sites.  Prices range from $70 to $650 and will auto upload your username, photo, bio, URL and 

https://about.me/
http://zerply.com/home/
http://re.vu/
http://flavors.me/
http://knowem.com/


description to the sites.  Additionally you can search for your username or domain name at over 600 
social sites, and the entire USPTO Trademark Database, for free.   

Grab your shades, get a cool drink and take advantage of the free exposure! 
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